
Bible Study 

First Sunday of Advent, cycle A 
 

Opening Prayer:  (Sign of the Cross) “Lord God, when your people wandered in the darkness of sin, you sent 

the True Light to live among them and reveal to them the God whom they longed to know. The darkness of sin 

still lures your children from the path of light. Reveal yourself to us again today in your Word and light our path 

with your truth so that we might prepare well for your coming.  We ask this through Christ our Lord. Amen.” 
 

Focusing Questions 
1. When do you feel God to be most near?  When do you feel far away from God? 

2. The Church calls Advent “a time of devout and joyful expectation.”  In what ways do you find that to be 

true? 
 

Commentary before the First Reading: Isaiah 2:1-5 

The hill on which the temple in Jerusalem was built was the highest geological point for many miles around. At 

the time Isaiah wrote the words of this reading, the southern kingdom Judah and its capital city Jerusalem were 

being threatened by the powerful Assyrian armies. Rather than encouraging the people to fight hard, Isaiah calls 

upon them to return to greater faithfulness to God, and their destiny will be fulfilled as God had promised.  
 

Read the First Reading aloud. 

1. What is Judah’s great destiny, as described in verse 3? 

2. Does Isaiah say that those who come from afar to worship God in the temple will come because they have 

great knowledge about the faith or because something is drawing them towards God? 

3. Look again at verse 3. When will there be true peace throughout the entire world? 

4. Would you call the last verse the marching orders of a general or the invitation of a loved one? 

5. Who, what, or where is the “light” of which Isaiah speaks? 
 

Commentary before the Second Reading: Romans 13:11-14 

We all know people who believe they have many years of life ahead yet and therefore have time to “have a little 

fun” or to “sow some wild oats,” or whatever they choose to call it. Saint Paul saw some of that same attitude 

among some of the early Christians in Rome. These words are a good reminder to us that we have a greater 

destiny than turning our lives to God just in the nick of time. And, it makes a great deal of difference to others. 
 

Read the Second Reading aloud. 

1. Jesus said we will not know the hour of his coming for us; then, what does Saint Paul mean when he says 

that we “know the time; it is the hour now”? 

2. Saint Paul lists several “works of darkness” that we should leave behind. Since simply eliminating a vice 

always leaves a void to be filled, decide what would be the “work of light” that must replace each one? 

3. Are all of the “desires of the flesh” sinful? Or does Saint Paul have something else in mind in the last verse? 

4. Discuss what it means to “put on the Lord Jesus Christ.” 
 

Commentary before the Gospel Reading: Matthew 24:37-44 

The theme of “living in the light” is less obvious in this reading than it was in the first two, but it is there. Watch 

for it. This reading is part of a longer discussion of the end times that Jesus had with his disciples shortly before 

his passion and death. The implication, as we begin the season of Advent, is that the best way to prepare to meet 

Christ at any time – in daily encounters, at the end of our life, or at the end of time – is to live in a constant state 

of readiness, a state of holiness. 
 

Read the Gospel Reading aloud. 

1. Share a verse or phrase that stood out for you in this reading.  Comment if you wish. 

2. Is the list of actions by those who died in the flood just another list of sins, like in the Second Reading, or 

are they meant to tell us something else? 

3. Are the examples of everyday life in verses 40 and 41 talking about the end of the world or the end of life? 

4. In what way is dying similar to having a thief break into one’s house and steal everything of value? 

5. Do you see the double meaning, the irony, in the last verse? (Think of who was hearing Jesus say this.) 

6. Point out the “living in the light” theme present in this reading. 



 

Applying the Readings to our Daily Lives 

1. Identify what needs to change in our day before all people will indeed feel like one human family. 

2. Can you also cite specific events or realities that already are contributing to a greater solidarity among all 

humankind? 

3. Think about how you spend your average day or week. What would someone, who is secretly watching you, 

say is the true center of your life? 

4. What would you say is the center of your life? 

5. Using articles of clothing as symbols, to what extent have you put on Christ? What symbolic clothing could 

you say you are wearing? (for example, “I wear the shoes of Christ so that I don’t stumble on the small 

rocks of life.”) 

6. Can you name 2 attitudes or situations that must change in order for you to be in closer relationship with 

God?  

7. On what would you like to focus during this Advent in order to live more “in the light” by the time 

Christmas comes? 

 
 

Closing Prayer (adapted from the Blessing of the Advent Wreath) 

Lord our God, we praise you for your Son, Jesus Christ. He is Emmanuel, the hope of the peoples; he is the light 

that draws us to God and shows the way to walk; he is the wisdom that teaches and guides us; he is the Savior of 

every nation. Lord God, let your blessing come upon us as we attempt to be more faithful to your call during this 

Advent season. May the traditional signs of this season be for us a sign of Christ’s promise to bring us salvation. 

May he come quickly and not delay. We ask this through Christ our Lord. Amen. 


